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The Peking to Paris motor race was an automobile race, originally held in 1907, between Peking (now
Beijing), then Qing China and Paris, France, a distance of 14,994 kilometres (9,317 mi).. The idea for the
race came from a challenge published in the Paris newspaper Le Matin on 31 January 1907, reading: "What
needs to be proved today is that as long as a man has a car, he can do anything and ...
Peking to Paris - Wikipedia
Train times, fares & how to buy tickets for train travel in China, including trains from Beijing to Xian, Beijing to
Hong Kong and Beijing to Guangzhou, also the train from Beijing to Lhasa in Tibet. Shows what are the trains
like and how to buy Chinese train tickets at the station or online. Information on ferries from Shanghai to
Japan.
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